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PG&E employees work to install a gas line at a newly rebuilt home on South Dover Court on Monday in Larkfield-Wikiup.

PG&E says it will  
file for bankruptcy

 Pacific Gas & Electric said Monday that it 
would seek bankruptcy protection as “the only 
viable option” as the giant California utility 
faces billions of  dollars in liability claims from 
two years of  deadly wildfires.

The company’s troubles pose a challenge 
to the state’s elected officials and regulators, 
who will ultimately decide whether part of  the 
solution will be raising already high electricity 
rates. The problems could also make it harder 
to achieve California’s ambitious goals for re-
newable energy.

Fire investigators determined PG&E to be 
the cause of  at least 17 of  21 major Northern 
California fires in 2017. 

It is also suspected in some of  the 2018 wild-
fires that have been described as the worst in 
state history, including one that killed at least 
86 people and destroyed the town of  Paradise.

Experts said PG&E’s predicament could be 
an early indicator of  a wider economic toll 

Consumer group calls 
move ‘hostage taking’ 
to force public bailout
By IVAN PENN AND THOMAS FULLER
NEW YORK TIMES
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PG&E workers look at a house being rebuilt on 
Skyfarm Drive, in the Fountaingrove area of Santa 
Rosa on Monday as they work on restoring single-
service residential power.

Thousands of  Sonoma Coun-
ty families would see their 
claims against PG&E delayed 
— and possibly reduced — if  
the San Francisco utility carries 
through with its plan announced 
Monday to file for bankruptcy 
protection as a result of  $30 bil-
lion in liability for wildfire dam-
ages in recent years. 

The move to file for Chapter 11 
reorganization would throw 
out a carefully crafted compro-
mise that passed the state Leg-
islature last summer allowing 
PG&E to float state-sponsored 
bonds to pay for claims from the 

Fire victims’ 
PG&E claims 
put at risk by 
utility’s move
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT 
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WASHINGTON — With the 
government mired in shutdown 
week four, President Donald 
Trump rejected a short-term 
legislative fix and dug in for 
more combat Monday, declar-
ing he would “never ever back 
down.”

Trump rejected a suggestion 
to reopen the government for 
several weeks while talks would 
continue with Democrats over 
his demands for $5.7 billion for 
a long, impregnable wall along 
the U.S.-Mexico border. The 
president also edged further 
away from the idea of  trying to 
declare a national emergency to 
circumvent Congress.

“I’m not looking to call a na-
tional emergency,” Trump said. 
“This is so simple we shouldn’t 
have to.”

Trump:
I’ll ‘never 
ever back 
down’
By CATHERINE LUCEY 
AND JILL COLVIN
ASSOCIATED PRESS

FEDERAL SHUTDOWN
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LA teachers strike over pay, class sizes

LOS ANGELES — More than 
30,000 Los Angeles public-school 
teachers began the largest 
school strike in the country 
Monday and the first in three 
decades in the district. Holding 
plastic-covered signs on rain-
drenched picket lines across the 
city, they demanded higher pay, 

smaller classes and more sup-
port staff in schools.

The strike effectively shut 
down learning for roughly 
500,000 students at 900 schools 
in the district, the second-larg-
est public school system in the 
nation. The schools remained 
open, staffed by substitutes 
hired by the city, but many par-
ents chose to keep their children 
at home, either out of  support 
for the strike or because they 
did not want them inside schools 
with a skeletal staff.

With negotiations apparently 

Newsom says impasse 
‘disrupting lives,’ urges 
both sides back to table
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By JENNIFER MEDINA 
AND TIM ARANGO
NEW YORK TIMES
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Teachers and 
supporters 
hold signs 
in the rain 
during a rally 
Monday in 
Los Ange-
les. Tens of 
thousands of 
Los Angeles 
teachers went 
on strike 
Monday 
after contract 
negotiations 
failed.

Bishop Robert F. Vasa

Bishop 
vows to 
report 
abuse

Addressing the long history 
of  sexual abuse by clergy in the 
local Catholic Church, Santa 
Rosa Bishop Robert F. Vasa told 
reporters Monday that it was a 
source of  “tremendous sadness 
and grief  and shame and, hon-
estly, a raging anger that these 
men did what they did.”

But Vasa said he would not 
second-guess the manner in 
which they were handled by 
his predecessors, saying cul-
tural shifts and improved un-
derstanding of  the traumatic 
harm suffered by victims have 
changed the way the church 
manages accusations brought 
forward in the modern age. 

Critics have long believed 
church leaders of  the past al-
lowed abusive priests to take ref-
uge in the large, semirural Dio-
cese of  Santa Rosa, which runs 
from Petaluma to the Oregon 
border. But Vasa said Monday 
diocesan authorities, like those 
anywhere else, were merely 
willing to “give a priest another 
chance.”

In a 30-minute news confer-
ence he suggested, however, 
that he might have acted more 
promptly than his predecessors 

Head of SR diocese says 
he feels ‘raging anger’
at priests’ misconduct 
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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SANTA ROSA MEN SENTENCED »  
Pair were accessories to 2018 kidnap, 
killing over botched drug deal.   A3

HISTORIC BUILDING DESTROYED »  
Chapel by the Sea in Fort Bragg gutted 
by fire over the weekend.   A3

THE GRIDIRON OR 
THE DIAMOND? »  
Heisman winner, 
A’s draft pick 
Murray deciding 
to enter NFL draft 
in April.   B1
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